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                                                              Abstract                                                                                                                                                     
Based on the Hermetic interactional axioms „as up so down”, „as inside so outside”, „as earlier so later”, and 
„as in macro so in micro”, extending the researches from the well-known global to the extreme macro- and 
micro-cosmic levels, result the following considerations: 1) In macro-direction, limiting successive „Our 
Cosmic Environment”/”Our Local Universe” from „Our Whole Universe” to „Our Galaxy Milky Way”, with 
„Our Photon-Belt” on the exterior end of its fifth/irregular „Orion-Arm”, along which Möbius-like toroidal 
belt is whirling solenoid-like the Sun – Twin-Sun – Moon  system, results a multicomplex motion of the 
Earth as component of the Solar System; 2) In micro-direction, in the Whole Periodic System, extended 
from the actually recognized 118 elements to 558, respectively with the Etheron-Gluon-Quark and Bion as 
primary elements, result similar multicomplex vibrations between the extreme limits of the Atomic-
subatomic and of the other cosmic octavic levels; 3) The successive creation of the elements each from 
another on every cosmic octavic levels starting with the ETHERON is clarified, but its origin itself and its 
connection with the LIGHT need further explanation. 
Keywords: Etheron, Light/Dark, Rotating Lightwheel/Darkwheel, Chakra-system, Etheron-creation.   

1. Introduction 

To be complete the image referring to the world concept and view of life presented in my previous papers 
[1,5,7,10,11,14,15], in addition to the successive creation of the chemical elements on the Atomic-subatomic 
and the other cosmic octavic levels each from another, starting with the ETERNAL ETHERON (on this level 
ELECTRON) and continuing with the GLUON and QUARK intermediated by the BION, it is necessary to 
present the creation of the suitable ETHERON itself too from the corresponding LIGHT, namely from the 
ETHERIC BION/BIOPHOTON, in conformity with the mechanism sketched in (1). So on this cosmic level 
the FREE ETHERON – called ETHERIC/IOVITZU ETHERON after its discoverer, the eminent Romanian 
scientist Ioan IOVITZU Popescu [2] P

#
P – is created by the 5-storeyed ROTATING LIGHTWHEEL-SYSTEM 

composed by 48 ETHERIC BIONS/BIOPHOTONS, evolving in a toroidal form around the borning 
ETHERONIC SEED. In fact all the 15 kind BIONIC ELEMENTS within the Extended Whole Periodic 
System are BIOPHOTONS – thus LIGHT-PARTICLES – of different complexity, presented in [1,5] as axial 
components of this whole chemical system, of course in symmetrical arrangement. 

The ingenious invention of IOVITZU that the „free space” between the atomic-subatomic formations – as 
etheronic products – is filled up with FREE ETHERONS, led to the conclusion that on each cosmic octavic 
level the whole etheronic stock created by the LIGHT-PARTICLES in form of FREE ETHERONS will 
transform successively into the increasing series of the suitable chemical elements, except the TACHIONIC 
ETHERONS created by the transition from the DARK(NESS)-PARTICLES of the previous pentatonic 
cosmic levels, this transition to the new etheronic forms realizing through the horn-toroidal  implosions [1,5, 
6, 7,10,12,14], from the dextrogire ring-toroidal to a levogire spindle-toroidal swirling. 

P

#
P The expression ETHERON is included in [3] too, but without referring to its discoverer [2] and without 

answer to E. Duursma [4] for clarifying this question.  

2. Description of the connections on macro- and micro-cosmic levels 

2.1. The cosmic structure of Our Local Universe  

Based on the multimillenar-secular-decadal experience, the resulted cosmic model presented in [1,6,7] 
comprises the onion-like successive octavic levels within the neuron-network-like Multiverse, Universes like 
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Our Local Universe composed by 3 galaxy-clusters/systems (Milky Way, Andromeda, Triangulum) with a 
„coffee-cup effect” arrangement (2,3), and thousands of galaxies, between them Our Galaxy Milky Way 
spiraling with four regular spiral arms (Norma, Scutum/Crux, Sagittarius/Carina, Perseus) and a fifth 
irregular Orion-Arm ejaculated from the Galactic Core (through crossing with the regular spiral arms 
creating the cosmic races in cycles of 31 million years), with a toroidal PHOTON-BELT at the top – similar 
with the above sketched rotating lightwheel (1), thus etheron-creator on astral level.  

Our immediate cosmic region is structured around this Möbius-band-like 5-times twisted toroidal-hexagonal 
PHOTON-BELT marked by the six constellations/loadstars Lyra/Vega, Bootes/Arcturus, Leo/Regulus, 
Canis Major/Sirius, Taurus/Aldebaran, Andromeda/Sirrah (3) [6,7], tangent to the Lyra/Vega - Cepheus/ 
Alderamin - Draco/Thuban 3-times twisted Polar-Circle at the Lyra/Vega, and intersects the 2-times twisted 
Ecliptic/Zodiac at the Leo/Regulus and Taurus/Aldebaran, respectively the once twisted DNA-like Orion-
Arm at the Andromeda/Sirrah and Canis Major/Sirius. At the intersection Orion-Arm – Ecliptic/Zodiac there 
are the stargates Orion (over the „hand” of Orion) and Ophiucus (over the „sting” of Scorpion), around 
which in every half Platonic/Cosmic Year (25,920:2=12,960, round 13 thousand terrestrial years) the sky 
will be getting in mirrored position, so alternating of the Osiris and Sokaris periods, one of the biggest 
secrets of the ancient Hermetic Order. Our Solar-System – the SUN-GOD (in Hesiod’s Theogony Helios, 
together with Selena/Moon-God and Eos/Hemera/Twin-Sun-God forming the second wave of the Titans) – 
executes a solenoid-like motion on the surface of the huge toroidal PHOTON-BELT, every turning in 
25,920 terrestrial years (the attending Hemera-cycle is 31,746 years), in sequences of (7x7+1=) 50 turns 
(Divine Year, 50x25,920=1,296,000 years), total 6x1,296,000=7,776,000 years, a PHOTON-BELT-
CYCLE, 4 such levogire cycles  (4x7,776,000= 31,104,000 years) constituting the crossing-time between the 
Orion-Arm and the 4 regular spiral arms of Our Galaxy Milky-Way (2). This toroidal surface/membrane – 
World of Luxons – is separating the infra- and supra-luminous domains: World of Tachions and of Tardions. 
The inner 13D photonic World generates the other two Worlds, mediating between them. This process is 
present on the atomic level too, of course on the corresponding scale. The (auto)organizing of this grandiose 
process is conducted by the SUN-GOD (4) in form of light-body, (after every sequence Phoenix-like 
regenerating itself) forming a quantitatively and qualitatively increasing „team” of the Creator Gods and 
Goddesses, progressing along the lightwheel-like six Photon-Belt sequences (3,4).      

After the first two phases Lyra/Vega – Bootes/Arcturus – Leo/Regulus, during of which the Sun-God 
„managed” alone, the third phase Leo/Regulus – Canis Major/Sirius was guided by  a „quaternionic team” 
of 2 P

2
P=4 Gods, the Moon-God Babba respectively ancient time/Aeon and ancient space/Protogone, followed 

in the fourth phase Canis Major/Sirius – Taurus/Aldebaran by the „biquaternionic team” called Enead/3 P

2
P=9 

Great Deities (4), with a terrestrial projection marked by EgyptIan pyramid complexes, called Eneadland, 
including the Sirius/Isis, Orion/Osiris, Hyades/Seth and Pleyades/Nephtis as result of the successive divine 
creations. The most known pyramid-complex is formed by the Orion-Belt-Pyramids, between which the 
Great Pyramid with its complex gallery-system reflecting the whole cosmic evolution of the Dragon-Reptile-
Paleomammal-Neomammal-Human cosmic races, including her (1 to 5 helical) genetic and nervous-
system/brain-structure, in correlation with the evolution of Our Galaxy, Solar-System and Home-Earth (5). 
Less known is the fifth phase Taurus/Aldebaran – Andromeda/Sirrah with 4 P

2
P=16 Gods, with the more 

representative projection of the Lyra constellation (Vega being the Atlas-Mountain) in Africa, home of the 
ancestral Yoruba-culture. In the actual cosmic period follows the change over to the 5 P

2
P=25 Gods’ 

Andromeda/Sirrah – Lyra/Vega sixth phase, through the Cygnus/Swan constellation. This six phases 
rotating lightwheel model is functioning on the terrestrial (5), human and etheronic levels too (1).                                                                                           

2.2. The chakra-system within the complex energy-grid of the Earth 

 After the several millenar Platonic and Pythagorean knowledge and practice of the Planetary Grid/ 
Geomancy, in the 1960s this science was rediscovered by the Russian researchers-team N. Goncharov - V. 
Morozov - V. Makarov and I. Sanderson, and some years later revised and considered to be worthy of 
baptizing according to their own names, so it is known as W. Becker - B. Hagens Planetary Grid (5). The 
original discovery refers to the recognition of the dodecahedral-icosahedral crystalline structure of the Earth 
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[9], but later it was completed/detailed with many other elements. The spheroid-shaped planet with this grid 
composed by superposed 12 pentagons and 20 triangles on its surface, thus 62 intersection points including 
the 2 Poles (5), in fact is a central started fractal-like structured interpenetrating conoidal dodecahedral-
icosahedral mixture, decomposible in 120 unicentral tetrahedra. This structuring is present at the other Earth-
like planets too.    

Considering the Hermetic Geomancy and Somamancy two virtual poles of the cosmic Ecology/environment 
– Ecumeny/population – Economy/activity 3-interactional system, there exists a strong connection/ 
entanglement between the structure and functioning of the apparently formal different Whole Cosmic, 
Terrestrial and Human domains, at least in the light of the recent proposed Dynamic Dual (DD) Cosmic 
Evolutionary Model [8,10,11,12,14,15] and of the ideas referring to the well-known and supposed cosmic, 
planetary and human elements, based especially on the ETHERONIC THEORY crystallized in the last 
decades [2,1,4,5,11,12,13,14]. 

It is generally accepted that the 7 human chakras are rotating lightwheels. The cosmic rotating 
lightwheels are etheron-generators, such cosmic chakras on the 7 cosmic octavic levels. In conformity 
with [5], within the cyclic cosmic evolution each octavic level is starting with a suitable ETHERON KIND 
created by its rotating lightwheel, the so born free etherons transforming successively into chemical elements, 
passing the whole level. Contrary to the 7 LIGHT-periods-wheels/chakras-etheron kinds-nucleonic 
structured octavic levels, within the WHOLE COSMOS it exist 5 DARK-periods-wheels/chakras-
etheron kinds-pentatonic structured levels too. Similarly in terrestrial context (5), the 12 nods system of 
the Planetary Grid is composed by 7 LIGHT-wheels/chakras (16 Hawaii, 20 Algeria, 12 Karachi/Pakistan, 
47 Easter Island, 45 Loyalty Islands, 43 Wharton Basin,  49 Rio de Janeiro) and 5 DARK-wheels/chakras 
(18 Bermuda/USA, 14 Dragon/ Japan, 41 Drakensberg/South Africa, and the two Poles 61, 62), and 1 
transition point: 1 Gizah/Egypt corresponding to the Big Implosion Point between the Dark and Light 
phases of the cosmic evolution [1]. In human context, beyond the well-known 7 Light-wheel chakras there 
exist 5 Dark-wheel chakras with a transition point within the draconic brain (5) by the big-headed humans. 
This structuring is present on every etheronic levels/phases [1,5].  

            3.  Conclusions/Axioms 

           1) – The ETHERONS are created by the LIGHT through the ROTATING LIGHTWHEEL mechanism. 

           2) – The LIGHT is differentiated in conformity with the Big Cosmic Octavic levels/their ETHERONS. 

           3) – The entangled dual/pair of the LIGHT is the DARK(NESS), and the ROTATING DARKWHEEL. 

           4) – All cosmic events are directed by the fractal-like structured LIGHT/DARK ENTANGLEMENT. 

           5) – The LIGHT-DIMENSIONS and their increasing follow the GOLDEN MEAN/SECTION series. 

           6) – The ROTATING LIGHT/DARK WHEELS/CHAKRAS determine the COSMIC STRUCTURE. 

           7) – The DYNAMIC DUAL (DD) Cosmic Evolution is a multi-fractal structured cyclic process. 

           8) – Each cosmic evolutionary cycle contain 7 LIGHTWHEEL and 5 DARKWHEEL CHAKRAS. 

           9) – Between these two chakra-serie are direct and inverse TRANSITION/INVERSION PHASES. 

         10) – The torus-sphere and sphere-torus INVERSIONS are realized through implosions and explosions.  

           4. Annexed illustrations  
(1) – Etheron-creation from the Rotating Lightwheel 

(2) – Representations of the Cosmic Eras 

(3) – Structure of the Local Universe 

(4) – Hierarchy of the Gods and Goddesses 

(5) – The Lightwheel/Darkwheel Chakra-system of the Earth        
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